
I almost lost my old account forever. Manifest’s support, 
convenience, and transparency helped me maximize my 
retirement savings every step of the way.



- Cooper, transferring from Fidelity to TIAA with Manifest

CONSOLIDATION SUPPORTING SAVINGS

Our solution eliminates 
paperwork

We run 25+ checks for a 
seamless transfer

To learn more about Manifest, visit usemanifest.com

Schedule your demo at -> hello@usemanifest.com

“

Employee accounts are found 
within minutes

Locating accounts

Transferring accounts

Digital process

Secure transfers

Manifest never touches 
savings, keeping users in 
control of their investments

Manifest is fully accessible 
on any device

We’re a magic layer atop 
your existing retirement plan, 
at no cost

We answer any questions 
with our virtual assistant, 
HENRY

Retirement concierge

Security

Simple URL

Free

Manifest is an SEC-registered investment adviser and does not provide investment or tax advice. No guarantee on any investment returns, and your 
accounts could lose value at any time. Please consult with your financial advisors, accountants, and lawyers prior to making any rollover decisions.

Lead the change to 

 retirement.participant-centric

Manifest is a digital solution to a paper problem. Employees 
struggle to manually transfer their retirement savings from job 
to job with the current process. That is why Manifest has built 
the first ever plan-to-plan transfer tool. A tool that hunts down 
old accounts and consolidates them into one place, for free, in 
minutes. We’re on a mission to maximize retirement outcomes, 
and we’re bringing our impact to employers.


94 <10 minutes

3x

Employers go live in less than 30 minutes, with:

$13k

Our exceptional Net 
Promoter Score measures 
users’ likelihood to 
recommend our product

Consolidating with Manifest 
lowers transfer times from 
hours to under ten minutes 

Manifest increases 
contribution rates from 
minority demographics

Zero integrations

No enterprise contracts

Manifest increases employee 
account balances by an 
average of $13,000

Our sign up is easy, and we add value:

Schedule your demo at -> hello@usemanifest.com

Free for employers and participants


